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INTRODUCTION TO DECENTRAPAD

What is a Launchpad?
Launchpads are the back-bones of new cryptocurrency projects and coins.
They serve as the link between the project and the community which funds them.
In exchange for being part of the launchpad and for funding the project in its early stages,
the community has the opportunity to get into the project at what is typically a very low
price.

Launchpads importantly raise funds from their communities, and in exchange take a
percentage fee of the funds raised, growing the launchpad and making it's token stronger.

Initial DEX offerings (IDOs)
In order for a new crypto project to be tradable on the open market, there must be
liquidity provided on a decentralised exchange (DEX) or on a centralised exchange
(CEX). If this liquidity it not provided, then the coin will likely not be tradable, causing
the price to be unstable and in the worst cases can cause the value to drop heavily.

In order to gather this liquidity to facilitate trading, new tokens are offered up at a
pre-determined or "IDO price", where the buyer can lock funds up in exchange for
new tokens during the Token Generation Event (TGE). These funds not only allow
the project to grow, but they provide funding for liquidity pools, allowing DEX
trading.

Community members and supporters of the project are often very keen to invest at
the IDO stage because they can purchase at a guaranteed, low price.

IDOs have taken the crypto world by storm as the most efficient way to source
crowd-funding for new crypto projects.

Billions of dollars have been raised in 2021 and 2022 for new crypto projects,
making the IDO market a huge and profitable opportunity for those of us who believe

in the future of cryptocurrency and want to support the journey, whilst capitalising
on its success.

Decentrapad allows our users to do just that, in the fairest way possible.
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Whilst there is no shortage of good launchpads out there. Very few do what we feel they
should, and none offer what Decentrapad can.
Decentrapad offers several features which are entirely unique and revolutionise the way
we expect to do IDOs:



Auto-investment - Never miss an IDO again



IDO calendar - Track your IDOs and investments across ALL launchpads in
one place



Custom notifications - Receive updates how you want them. Including: SMS
and Email.

guaranteed
allocations

What we stand for
The Decentrapad mission is to create a launchpad which solves the main issues in the
cryptocurrency IDO market today. The goal is to be THE multi-chain launchpad of choice
boasting a seamless, silky smooth and fair user experience, with some features that no
other launchpad is currently offering.

Compatibility
As the cryptocurrency world continues to grow and expand, we believe it is essential that
our users can participate in new projects developed on several different blockchains.
Including:



Ethereum



Binance Smart Chain



Cardano



Solana



Polkadot



Cosmos



Tron



Avalanche

We will achieve this in a staggered style, releasing new blockchain projects as we progress
through our development. Initially, only projects on the Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) networks will be supported.

Inclusivity
The IDO world is a world of investment. This means that smaller players often get left out.
Every launchpad we have sampled, disproportionately rewards the big wallets and
"whales" with pool weights and allocations that are not linearly related to the number of
tokens held/staked. We want to change that to make it fair for the community which makes
the crypto world the powerhouse that it is.

Other launchpads decide participant allocations via a tier system, lottery system or some
combination of the two. In all cases, the number of tokens you hold increases your pool
weight disproportionately.
For example,

If participant A stakes 1000 tokens and participant B stakes 2000 tokens, then
participant B would have MORE THAN DOUBLE the allocation/winning chances of
participant A.
We don't think this is fair, as it acts as a barrier for smaller investors to purchase into new
projects and puts control firmly in the hands of the large, "whale" wallets.

On Decentrapad, your allocation is always guaranteed and is directly proportional to
how many DCP tokens you stake.

Decentralisation
Decentralisation is arguably the core and founding principle of Bitcoin and the
cryptocurrency world as a whole. Therefore, we believe firmly in a launchpad that is funded
and managed in a decentralised way.
This means that Decentrapad will be the only launchpad entirely funded by the

community:


NO partnerships with venture capitalists



NO large "whale" wallets holding a majority of the tokens



NO "private sales" of DCP token which are only open to the select few



Decentrapad will be the only launchpad run by the community: ALL major decisions
will be held to vote by token stakers*

*major decisions requiring a vote are limited to those which are likely to cause a change in policy, procedure or have a significant impact on
user experience. The Decentrapad team reserve the right to decline a request to vote over an issue put forward by a member or members of the
community, if it does not fit the aforementioned criteria. All votes will be settled on a "majority wins" basis. i.e. the most votes wins.

The DCP token
A BSC token
We have chosen the BSC network for the DCP token for a combination of reasons. Namely:


Speed



Low fee cost



Compatibility



Community support

Utilities of DCP


DCP token will give the token holder access to any project launching their IDO on
Decentrapad (see allocation system for more details).



Staking 10,000 or more DCP will give you instant access to all of Decentrapad's

premium features.


DCP staking will earn you rewards in the form of airdropped DCP to your wallet
every month.

Allocation system
DCPower
Staking DCP will be used to calculate DCPower which will be calculated and updated on a
weekly basis, based on the following parameters:


Every 50 DCP tokens staked will give 1 DCPower (minimum staking period of 7 days)



A minimum of 50 DCPpower will be required to participate in any IDO



No wallet will be able to have more than 10,000 DCPower

DCPower will be used to calculate your guaranteed allocation using the following formula:

A = allocation size in USD
D = DCPower
T = Total DCPower in pool
P = Pool size in USD
Following the guaranteed allocation, each wallet will also have a first-come-first-served

(FCFS) allocation which will be 50x the guaranteed allocation, up to a hard individual
cap of $1000.

Tokenomics
As Decentrapad is community funded and committed to decentralisation there will be NO

seed rounds and NO private sales. All sales of the DCP token will be public and held in a
fair way.
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Public Sale A


Tokens: 15,000,000



Price: $0.006



Amount raised: $90,000



Vesting: 10% unlock at TGE, then monthly unlock o
over 4 months

Public Sale B


Tokens: 15,000,000



Price: $0.008



Amount raised: $120,000



Vesting: 15% unlock at TGE, then monthly unlock over 5 months

Public Sale C


Tokens: 15,000,000



Price: $0.01



Amount raised: $150,000



Vesting: 17.5% unlock at TGE, then monthly unlock over 8 months

IDO


Tokens: 5,000,000



Price: $0.02



Amount raised: $100,000



Vesting: 20% unlock at TGE, then 2 month lockup then monthly unlock over 4 months

Team


Tokens: 10,000,000



Vesting: 6 month lockup, then monthly unlock over 5 months

Marketing


Tokens: 7,500,000



Vesting: 5 month lockup, then monthly unlock over 5 months

Advisors


Tokens: 7,500,000



Vesting: 4 month lockup, then monthly unlock over 5 months
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Based on these figures, Decentrapad would have an initial circulating volume of

7,375,000 tokens
and an initial market capitalisation of

$147,500

The Member's Hub
The Member's Hub is Decentrapad's solution to endless clicking and scrolling trying to find
your wallet balance, your allocations, your upcoming IDOs and your vesting unlocks.
Here, you will find all that information in one place, easy to read, smooth to navigate, no
fuss.

More details coming soon...

Premium Features
As a reward to some of our more dedicated supporters, all members staking 10,000 DCP or
more for a period of more than 7 days, will automatically have access to our premium
features.
These are designed to smoothen your experience, make it easier to invest and ultimately,
make your investments more profitable.

More details coming soon...

The Investor's Calendar
As every crypto investor will know, it can get difficult to keep track of all the different coins
and projects you take an interest in. Whilst there are countless portfolio management apps
and services out there, they are often useless for projects/tokens which have not

listed yet.
The Investor's Calendar by Decentrapad is the first in the world to be entirely dedicated
to IDOs only. Here you will find a fully editable and comprehensive calendar where you can
input:


IDO project name



Number of tokens purchased and at what price



Vesting unlocks

Then sit back as the calendar does all the hard work for you:


Custom reminders on vesting unlocks



Notifications for significant price changes



Market data tracking (after listing)

More details coming soon...

Auto-invest
We are all busy people and we don't always have the time to be glued to our screens,
waiting for IDO time to come so that we can scramble to buy our tokens.
Auto-invest allows premium users to automatically deposit their IDO funds at the right
time, using a custodial wallet service
In order to do this, premium members simply have to top-up their Decentrapad custodial

wallet, and go to the "Auto-Invest" tab where they can check upcoming IDOs they are
eligible for and decide how much they want the Auto-Invest bot to invest
When the project is in the "collecting funds" stage, the investment will automatically be
deducted from the custodial wallet, done!

More details coming soon...

Roadmap

Q2/Q3 2022
 Private sale A
 Private sale B
 Private sale C
Q3/Q4 2022
 Audit
 IDO, TGE and DEX listing
 Enable staking
 Member's Hub
 Introduce BSC and ETH IDOs
Q1/Q2 2023
 Multiple blockchain integration
 Staking rewards
 Premium Features

Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD
CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). The information set forth in the litepaper above is not
exhaustive and does not imply elements contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in this white paper is
accurate and up-to-date,the litepaper above does not constitute the provision of professional advice in any form. Decentrapad nor any of the
employees/team/advisors associated with Decentrapad does not guarantee nor does it accept any legal liability whatsoever arising from or in
connection with the accuracy, reliability, currency value, or completeness of any material contained in this white paper. Members of the
Decentrapad community, participants in public sales and DCP token holders should seek appropriate and relevant independent professional
advice prior to relying on, or entering into any commitment or transaction based on, any material published in the litepaper above or in any
official or unofficial correspondence relating to Decentrapad and any of its employees/team/advisors. DCP tokens do not and will not be
intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction whatsoever. The litepaper above does not constitute a prospectus or offer of any sort and is
not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. Decentrapad, nor any of its
employees/team/advisors, does not provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with DCP tokens or any other
commodity, currency or cryptocurrency. The fact of presentation of litepaper above shall not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection
with, any contract or investment decision undertaken. No person or legal entity is bound to enter into any contract (financial or otherwise) or
binding legal commitment in relation to the sale or purchase of DCP tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted
on the basis of the litepaper above. The Decentrapad litepaper above is for informational purposes only. Neither Decentrapad, nor any of the
employees/team/advisors associated with Decentrapad, does not guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in the above litepaper.
The above litepaper is provided “as is”. The above litepaper does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express,
implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,
suitability, usage, title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this litepaper are free from error; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe
third-party rights. and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on this white
paper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will Decentrapad not any of the
employees/team/advisors associated with Decentrapad, be liable to any person or entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses
of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference
to, or reliance on this litepaper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits, data,
use, goodwill or other intangible losses. Decentrapad and the Decentrapad employees/team/advisors make no representations or warranties
(whether express or implied), and disclaims all liability arising from any information stated in the litepaper. All information as set out in the text,
images, graphs or tables of the litepaper above is subject to change, which means that Decentrapad or any of its employees/team/advisors, are
not bound by any representations to the future performance and the returns of Decentrapad or the DCP token. The actual results and the
performance of Decentrapad or the DCP token may differ materially from those set out in the Decentrapad litepaper above. Please note that
contents of the Decentrapad litepaper above may be altered or updated at any time in future by the project’s management team, without prior
notice. The Decentrapad litepaper above has been prepared solely in respect of Initial Coin Offering of Decentrapad DCP tokens. No shares or
other securities of the company, or any other company, are being offered in any jurisdiction pursuant to the Decentrapad litepaper above. The
Decentrapad litepaper above does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or purchase shares, rights or any other
securities in the Company. The shares of the Decentrapad are not being presently offered to be, registered under Securities Act of any country,
or under any securities laws of any state or jurisditction. The tokens referred to in this whitepaper have not been registered, approved, or
disapproved by the us securities and exchange commission, any state securities commission in the united states, the financial conduct authority
or any other regulatory authority in any jurisdiction, nor any of the foregoing authorities examined or approved the characteristics or the
economic realities of this token sale or the accuracy or the adequacy of the information contained in this white paper under, the US. Securities
act of 1933 as amended, or under the securities laws of any state of the united states of America or 28 any other jurisdiction. Purchasers of the
DCP token referred to in the Decentrapad litepaper above should be aware that they bear any risks involved in acquisition of DCP tokens, if any,
for an indefinite period of time. Some of the statements in the Decentrapad litepaper above include forward-looking statements which reflect
the current views of the Decentrapad team with respect to product development, execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy
and future plans, both with respect to the company and the sectors and industries in which the company operates. statements which include the
words ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' and similar
statements are of a future or forward-looking nature. all forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties.
Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the Decentrapad team's actual results to differ materially from those
indicated in these statements. These factors include but are not limited to those described in the Decentrapad litepaper above. Any forwardlooking statements in the whitepaper reflect the Decentrapad team's group's current views with respect to future events and are subject to
these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the group's operations, results of operations and growth strategy. these
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of publication of the Decentrapad Litepaper above. Subject to industry acceptable
disclosure and transparency rules and common practices, neither Decentrapad nor any of the Decentrapad team/eployees/advisors undertake
any obligation publicly to update or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or
otherwise. All subsequent written and forward-looking statements attributable to Decentrapad or individuals acting on behalf of Decentrapad
are expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. No statement in the Decentrapad litepaper above is intended as a profit forecast and
no statement in the Decentrapad litepaper above should be interpreted to mean that the earnings of the Decentrapad project, holders of the
DCP token or members of the Decentrapad team/advisors/employees ,for the current or future years would be as may be implied in the
Decentrapad litepaper above. By agreeing to acquire DCP token I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the notices and
disclaimers set out above. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in the Decentrapad litepaper
above. Thus, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication,
distribution or dissemination of the Decentrapad litepaper above does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have
been complied with. Please refer to the official Decentrapad website for terms & conditions of participating in the DCP token initial coin offering,
public sale or initial decentralised exchange offering.

